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Executive Summary

The 2016 U.S. presidential election and the 2018 and 2020 Taiwanese local and presidential elections crystallized that Russia and China are using digital interference to shape the contest between democracies and autocracies. While foreign information operations are time-tested methods of authoritarian influence, the digital space has increased the scope and speed with which these operations can be waged. Although there is no concrete evidence to suggest that Beijing and Moscow explicitly coordinate their information operations, the two countries are increasingly finding common cause as their interests align on a number of issues and in strategic regions.

Their digital influence campaigns work in tandem and toward the following objectives:

1. Undermine liberal democratic norms and institutions.
2. Weaken cohesion among democratic allies and partners.
4. Advance Russian and Chinese positions.

Over the last several years, Beijing and Moscow have taken different paths to advance these shared goals. Although the differences in their approach to digital influence are likely to persist, there is growing evidence that the two countries are learning from each other and enhancing their coordination, leading to a growing convergence in their digital influence efforts. This is occurring in real time as China and Russia seek to obscure the origins of COVID-19 and while Beijing cynically recasts itself as the global leader in responding to the very pandemic it failed to contain.

Dangerous Synergies

Democracies worldwide are likely to see growing synergy between the two authoritarian powers in the information environment. In fact, digital influence efforts by China and Russia have already proved mutually reinforcing by:

- Magnifying impact through complementary approaches. Although China’s and Russia’s approaches are different and seemingly uncoordinated, taken together, they have a more corrosive effect on democracy than either would have single-handedly.1 Russia propagates narratives designed to undermine trust in institutions and elected governments, and this creates fertile ground for Chinese narratives about the superiority of authoritarian systems to take root.

Amplifying narratives. There are a growing number of instances in which Chinese and Russian narratives overlap, amplifying the impact of such messages. Chinese and Russian media and diplomatic institutions have forged symbiotic relationships that support the creation of an entirely alternative information ecosystem in which truth is called into question.

- Legitimizing norm change. In multilateral forums, China and Russia are jointly chipping away at norms and standards governing the free flow of information. Together, they seek to bend the arc of the global information architecture to their advantage by legitimizing high-tech illiberalism at home while continuing to exploit the relative openness of the United States’ and other democracies’ digital environment.

The coordination and resulting synergy between China and Russia in the informational domain is likely to grow. Their expanding ties, including those related to digital influence, will provide a foundation for greater cooperation and coordination, increasing the challenges the United States and democracies globally will face. Looking forward, the United States and its democratic allies and partners should expect Beijing and Moscow to:

- Deepen coordination. China and Russia already conduct a number of exchanges designed to share technologies and processes to control the internet. Beijing and Moscow could leverage their comparative strengths to pollute the global information environment while setting forth alternative platforms by which information can be disseminated.

- Divide and conquer. While Russian efforts remain most intensely focused on weakening and dividing democratic societies in Europe and the United States, China is spreading the tentacles of its online influence campaigns in strategically positioned developing countries across Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Latin America, and Africa. As they continue to work toward shared objectives, they will cover more ground together.

- Leverage each other’s platforms to broaden reach. The proliferation of popular Chinese-designed and -marketed social media apps has the potential to create entirely alternative information ecosystems that China and Russia could jointly leverage. This already occurs in the traditional media space.

- Jointly harness technological change. China and Russia are increasingly well positioned to pilot “viral” apps to collect, analyze, and generate data on users in democracies. A major area of focus for their investments in next-generation digital interference capabilities will include controlling the platforms, software, and the manner in which online activities are conducted.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The United States and its democratic allies and partners should adopt a holistic approach to countering digital influence campaigns by China and Russia, particularly in light of the growing synergies between these two powers. The increasing convergence between these actors means there are steps Western democracies can take that will be effective in pushing back against both Russia and China. In practice, this approach should comprise four primary lines of effort.

Bolster Resilience to Digital Influence Campaigns

- **Fund targeted open source research.** To address a critical knowledge gap, the National Science Foundation should ramp up funding for rigorous social science analysis of how online interference by China and Russia shapes the perceptions of citizens in democracies.

- **Expand digital literacy education to adults.** The U.S. Department of Education should partner with a leading information technology company to design a digital citizenship course for American adults, with participation incentivized through small tax rebates.

- **Regulate the social media landscape.** For example, Congress should enact legislation mandating that social media companies label content disseminated by state-sponsored actors.

Expand Coordination among Democracies

- **Red team China-Russia synergies.** This would involve convening officials and technologists from the United States, Europe, Japan, Taiwan, and Australia to explore future digital influence coordination between the world’s two leading authoritarian powers.

- **Stress-test existing coordination structures.** The Group of Seven’s (G7) Rapid Response Mechanism should conduct an intelligence sharing exercise to identify bottlenecks for disseminating classified information regarding Chinese and Russian influence campaigns.

- **Leverage the Community of Democracies (CoD).** To enable developing countries to combat authoritarian digital interference, the United States should propose a new coordination mechanism within the CoD, which has a more diverse membership than the G7.

- **Act in concert within international organizations.** The United States should work with its democratic allies and partners to advance an agenda in multilateral forums that delegitimizes online influence campaigns by China and Russia and mitigates their potential impact.

Construct and Sustain Healthy Information Ecosystems

- **Support independent diaspora media.** One step could include a partnership between the State Department and a highly credible nongovernmental organization to award grants to Chinese- and Russian-language reporters and media entrepreneurs.

- **Subsidize fact-based content in regions where affordability matters most.** The U.S. International Development Finance Corporation should extend loans and other supports to American media companies looking to grow their presence in developing markets.

- **Catalyze innovative technological solutions.** This could begin with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) organizing a “Democratic Integrity Hackathon” to develop products to protect social media platforms against Chinese and Russian digital influence campaigns.²

Enhance Efforts to Deter China and Russia

- **Develop a menu for cost imposition.** The United States and its democratic allies and partners should develop a robust set of options to impose costs on China and Russia, with the aim of deterring the most egregious forms of digital influence campaigns. These options should range from demonstrating the ability to hold at risk the personal data of authoritarian elites to injecting fact-based information that exposes regime corruption into the online ecosystems of China or Russia.

- **Establish a declaratory policy.** The United States should quietly convey to China and Russia that it is willing and able to impose costs, particularly with respect to online interference that touches on election integrity.
Introduction

The 2016 U.S. presidential election and the 2018 and 2020 Taiwanese local and presidential elections crystallized Russia’s and China’s use of digital interference to shift the playing field in the contest between democracies and autocracies. While foreign information operations are time-tested methods of authoritarian influence, the world’s hyperconnectivity has opened up new avenues by which information operations can be waged. The proliferation of technology has augmented the capacity of autocrats to shape perceptions about the attractiveness of their governance model, sow chaos in democracies, and downplay antagonism toward their regimes.

Russia’s and China’s use of digital influence campaigns does not occur in a vacuum. Since 2005, authoritarianism has been on the rise globally. Much of this authoritarian resurgence has stemmed from growing challenges that democracies face inside their own borders, including high levels of inequality, polarization, and citizen dissatisfaction with their governments. These dynamics provide fertile ground for Russia’s and China’s digital interference campaigns to flourish. Likewise, shifting power dynamics in the international environment have emboldened authoritarian regimes—especially Russia and China—to become more assertive on the global stage. As democracies have become distracted by their own internal problems and Russia and China sense the opportunity to accelerate a shift away from a U.S.-led order, they have increased their use of digital influence campaigns to advance this objective.

Both Russia’s and China’s digital influence campaigns pose challenges to democracies. But even above and beyond the individual challenges that Moscow’s and Beijing’s actions pose, the two actors’ approaches are converging, making the overall challenge greater than the sum of their individual parts. United by their shared goal to undermine liberal democratic norms and reduce U.S. global influence, Russia and China are learning from each other and deepening their coordination on joint efforts to achieve these goals.

There are myriad challenges that Russian and Chinese digital influence campaigns create, and prioritizing the problem remains difficult for policymakers in democracies. It is still difficult to determine what policymakers should respond to, and what part of these campaigns is simply “noise”—distracting and unwelcome efforts that do not actually change citizen attitudes or concrete policy outcomes in the countries they occur. There are, however, three key areas where Russian and Chinese digital influence campaigns are especially problematic for the health of democracies. First, Russia and China—albeit less systematically, and with a focus on Taiwan—are amplifying polarization and creating divisions in democratic societies in ways that are problematic for democratic governance. Russia in particular is able to weaponize such divisions, creating an unvirtuous cycle of political polarization and digital interference. Disinformation and inflammatory messaging inserted into a polarized society spurs polarization, and as societies become increasingly polarized, disinformation becomes more effective. Polarization is particularly dangerous because it paralyzes democracies and hinders democratic consensus, which undermines faith in the democratic system.

Second, digital influence campaigns targeting elections threaten the health of democracy. As authoritarian-backed actors aim to disrupt democratic elections, foreign election interference foments lasting damage to democracies because it erodes faith in elections and institutions and further polarizes politics. Political trust is already at historically low levels globally. The decay of political trust is supercharged by digital interference efforts by authoritarian actors who aim to make democracy appear dysfunctional and to cast doubt on the efficacy of government institutions and electoral processes. In 2016, Russia’s interference in the U.S. presidential election was designed in large part to undermine public faith in the U.S. democratic process. China’s digital interference campaigns in the 2018 and 2020 Taiwanese local and presidential elections advanced pro-Chinese Communist Party (CCP) narratives and attempted to shape the information space to counter antipathy toward the regime in Beijing. While Russia and China vary in the breadth of their efforts to disrupt elections, both actors seek to impair democracy’s functioning and instill doubt in democracy as a system of governance where such tactics advance their geopolitical interests.

Lastly, the information landscape can create the context for pro-Russia and pro-China narratives to thrive. Over the past decade, media freedom has declined worldwide. The deterioration of independent journalism and local media has created an absence of trusted actors to inform citizens, hold governments accountable, and shine light on foreign efforts to weaken democracies. Without access to accurate and trusted
information, citizens rely on alternate sources for news, including news shared by their online networks or outlets captured by Russia or China—neither of which are held accountable for sharing false news. The propagation of disinformation further erodes conceptions of truth, which makes it harder to distinguish false news from accurate reporting. Russian and Chinese tactics are also designed to weaken the values “glue” that supports Western cohesion and alliances.

Russia’s and China’s digital influence campaigns require democracies to collectively generate creative solutions to combat the nefarious aspects of digital influence campaigns without posing a risk to freedom and civil liberties at home. This report will explain China’s and Russia’s goals, the tactics and tools they use to achieve those goals, how their approaches are different, and how they are increasingly converging. It will close with actionable recommendations for democracies to jointly reclaim the narrative and build resilience to inoculate themselves against digital influence campaigns.

The report’s findings and recommendations are informed by a number of inputs. First, the report builds on a comprehensive literature review examining the aims and tactics of China’s and Russia’s digital influence efforts. The Center for a New American Security (CNAS) also held a series of roundtable discussions examining growing ties between Russia and China, including two sessions focused on Russian and Chinese digital influence. More broadly, the authors have engaged in research and conducted interviews with experts and U.S. and foreign government officials under the umbrella of a CNAS-wide initiative on Countering High-Tech Illiberalism.

The Role of Digital Influence in the Foreign Policy Toolkits of China and Russia

China and Russia view their ability to shape the information environment as critical to advancing their interests and have invested in their capacity to do so globally. For Russia, information warfare is a central pillar of the Kremlin’s more assertive foreign policy. While propaganda has long been part of the Kremlin’s arsenal—playing a prominent role throughout the Cold War—Russia’s conflict with Georgia in 2008 marked an important turning point in the Kremlin’s use of information warfare. The Kremlin perceived that Russia lost the battle over the narrative of events in Georgia, underscoring for Moscow the importance of being able to advance Russia’s worldview.

The Russian leadership today views the information domain as one of the fundamental arenas in which states compete. Moreover, Russian leaders do not view their hybrid tactics, including information warfare, as being separate from conventional military capabilities. Instead, Russia uses information warfare across the full spectrum of conflict and competition between states, including during peacetime. Russia’s digital influence operations—part of its information warfare arsenal—seek to shape the attitudes and policy preferences of an adversary’s political, military, and civilian populations. Russia uses digital tools to exert influence and change the political dynamics within countries whose policies are contrary to Russian interests.

Russian information operations have evolved from the time of the Cold War to capitalize on the contemporary information environment. Russian digital influence activities have proliferated across various ministries and agencies of the government as well as private actors. Some analysts have described the weblike structure of Russian operations, encompassing its intelligence community, Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and proxies such as the Russian Internet Research Agency (IRA), which serves as a primary purveyor of curated content and false information on social media platforms. And while the Russian Presidential Administration (PA) broadly dictates the direction of Russian campaigns based on its priorities and agenda, individual actors within this web have considerable latitude to implement the campaigns as they see fit. In other words, President Vladimir Putin and the PA set the overall direction of Russian digital influence activities, but Russian-backed actors often compete to advance these broad directives and have the latitude to act opportunistically and to adapt to local conditions as needed.
Beijing, too, has long viewed control over ideas as a core tenet of China’s national power. The Chinese Communist Party has increasingly sought to apply these concepts of control beyond its borders, and its efforts to shape the global online information environment have gained prominence in the CCP’s foreign policy agenda in the last decade. Dating back to the late 2000s at the height of Hu Jintao’s leadership, the CCP’s Central Propaganda Department (CPD) sharpened its focus on the global “competition for news and public opinion” and “the contest over discourse power” through the “innovation of news propaganda.” Shortly after becoming the general secretary of the CCP, Xi Jinping reiterated at the August 2013 National Meeting on Propaganda and Ideology that China needed to “strengthen media coverage ... use innovative outreach methods ... tell a good Chinese story, and promote China’s views internationally.” A 2013 meeting of the CPD reiterated that shaping online public opinion was an area of “highest priority” for the party.

Through propaganda, censorship, and strategically motivated economic coercion, Beijing has sought to tighten its chokehold on self-proclaimed “core interests” such as Taiwan; forestall international criticism of its policies toward Hong Kong, Tibet, and Xinjiang; and promulgate narratives about its global leadership. A wide range of state actors have a hand in these efforts, including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, State Council Information Office, the Central Foreign Affairs Office, the United Front Work Department, the Ministry of State Security, the Ministry of Public Security, and the Cyberspace Administration of China, to name a few.

Additionally, on the military side, the reorganization of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in 2015 and the consolidation of its cyber capabilities into a single service generated significant momentum for Beijing’s concept of “information warfare,” including through the development and deployment of new platforms.
Mutual Interests Driving Chinese and Russian Digital Influence Operations

Although there is little evidence to suggest that Moscow and Beijing explicitly coordinate their information operations, the two countries are increasingly finding common cause as their interests align on a number of issues and in strategic regions. Given this growing convergence in interests, their digital influence campaigns—although often executed in different ways—work in tandem and toward the same objectives. Chinese and Russian digital influence campaigns, in other words, are largely driven by several complementary geopolitical objectives.

Objective 1: Undermine Liberal Democratic Norms and Institutions

First, China and Russia certainly both use digital influence campaigns in an effort to undermine liberal democratic norms and institutions. China and Russia see liberal democracy as a threat to their own domestic standing and survival. They view U.S. efforts to support democracy as a thinly veiled attempt to expand U.S. influence and undermine their regimes. They believe, for example, that the United States uses democracy to obscure Washington’s efforts to foment color revolutions intended to unseat regimes that it views as unfriendly, including in Moscow and Beijing. In August 2019, as the pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong gained momentum, the Russian Foreign Ministry’s primary spokesperson, Maria Zakharova, recounted Chinese allegations that the United States had incited the protests and expressed the need for China and Russia to step up efforts to jointly investigate the United States’ use of technology to destabilize their two countries.20

China and Russia see liberal democracy as a threat to their own domestic standing and survival.

Although China and Russia have long sought to counter Western democracy promotion, China and especially Russia have gone on the offensive since 2014 and are taking the fight to Western democracies. Both countries calculate that weakening democracy can accelerate the decline of Western influence and advance their geopolitical goals.21 They therefore share an interest in pushing narratives that portray democracy as messy and ineffective, especially relative to their centralized and strongman systems of rule.

Objective 2: Weaken Cohesion among Democratic Allies and Partners

Chinese and Russian digital influence campaigns are also driven by a shared desire to weaken cohesion among democratic allies and partners. Most importantly, China and Russia seek to peel U.S. allies and partners away from Washington to dilute opposition to their interests. China, for example, understood long ago that its rising economic influence would lead other countries to balance against it—an understanding encapsulated in the late paramount leader Deng Xiaoping’s foreign policy dictum of “hide your strength, bide your time.”22 Beijing, therefore, uses information operations to portray China’s rise as peaceful—particularly as it casts itself as a highly nimble and capable partner in contrast to the United States’ retrenchment from global leadership in the throes of the COVID-19 pandemic—and to keep countries from banding with the United States in opposition to it. In Europe, for example, China pursues a divide and conquer approach, calculating that a fractured Europe enhances Beijing’s leverage on trade and prevents Europe from taking united actions that violate China’s self-proclaimed core interests, such as criticizing the human rights crackdown in Xinxiang, expressing support for democratic Taiwan, and pushing back against Beijing’s adventurism and expansionist maritime claims in the South China Sea. Russia similarly seeks to sow division within the European Union (EU) to create conditions conducive to Moscow.23 Russia sees a divided EU as less capable of pushing back on Moscow and potentially leading to a breach in the consensus required to maintain the EU’s sanctions on Russia—a key Kremlin objective.24

Objective 3: Undermine U.S. Global Influence

Ultimately, Beijing’s and Moscow’s digital influence operations are driven by a shared desire to undermine U.S. global influence. Beijing and Moscow define their power in terms that are relative to the United States, and they view their efforts to undercut the United States as a means of enhancing their own relative standing in the world. China and Russia seek to use digital influence campaigns to weaken U.S. power—especially American soft power—and Washington’s ability to project it in ways that are inimical to their interests. Chinese and Russian diplomats have in official statements, for example, been open about their efforts to pool their countries’ know-how and technological and media resources to diminish the United States’ global influence.25
Objective 4: Advance Chinese and Russian Positions

Just as China and Russia seek to undermine U.S. influence, they also leverage online platforms to build support for their positions. China and Russia endeavor to shape the information environment, discredit critics, and cultivate influence through proxies. These efforts are intended to build support for Chinese and Russian views in countries across the globe. China far more so than Russia seeks to build positive and proactive narratives. The primary aim of China’s informational strategy is to “tell a good Chinese story, express China’s voice, and get overseas audience recognition and support for Xi Jinping thought.” Through propaganda and broader efforts to shape the global information environment, Beijing has peddled narratives about its inevitable ascent to global leadership, touting its advancement of “high-quality” infrastructure development under the banner of Xi’s signature Belt and Road strategy while casting its authoritarian rule as more suited to managing crises nimbly and capably than democratic systems.

Although Russian information operations tend to be more destructive than constructive, the Kremlin also seeks to advance pro-Russian narratives. In Europe, for example, Russian information operations seek to build support for conservative social values, while in the Middle East, Moscow is advancing a narrative of the United States as an unreliable and unpredictable partner. In the wake of the United States’ withdrawal of troops from northeastern Syria, for example, Moscow sought to portray the United States as a mercurial power, while emphasizing Russia as a responsible peacemaker. Through a steady drumbeat of repetitive messages propagated through multiple channels, Russia uses digital influence campaigns to advance pro-Russian narratives and popularize the Kremlin’s version of events.

Different but Converging Approaches to Digital Interference

Over the last several years, Beijing and Moscow have taken different approaches to advancing the shared foreign policy objectives previously discussed. Their respective foreign policy approaches are reflected in the different ways they have executed their digital influence campaigns. Although the differences in their approaches to digital influence are likely to persist, there is growing evidence that the two countries are learning from each other and enhancing their coordination, leading to greater convergence in their digital influence efforts. As we discuss at greater length next, their coordination and convergence suggest that democracies worldwide are likely to see growing synergy between the two authoritarian powers in the information environment. This, in turn, generates unique challenges for democracies globally and for the United States in particular.

Confrontational Versus Under-the-Radar

In general, Russia has been more confrontational and brazen in its approach to digital influence than China, although these lines are being blurred amid more recent geopolitical developments such as the COVID-19 global pandemic. Putin is keenly aware that Russian power will decline. By going on the offensive, including through efforts to manipulate the information environment, the Kremlin seeks to influence the rules of the game while it still has the ability to do so. This urgency and the Kremlin’s desire to rewrite the rules of the game mean that Moscow is more risk accepting in its digital influence operations.

Beijing, in contrast, has pursued a more incremental and diffuse strategy, not unlike the gradually unfolding approach it has deployed in areas such as the South China Sea. The CCP is operating on a longer time horizon than the Putin regime, as Beijing perceives its power and influence to be on an upward trajectory. It is, therefore, spreading the tendrils of its influence slowly and systematically, marshaling multiple vectors of influence as part of a whole-of-society effort, ranging from popularizing Chinese-designed viral apps to co-opting bodies governing cyberspace in international organizations.

Destructive Versus Constructive

Relatedly, China’s digital influence operations are more constructive than Russian operations, which are most often destructive and disruptive. For Moscow, the goal is often to discredit the United States and other Western democracies. Russian state and non-state actors seek
to spread disinformation, sow confusion, and exploit divisions to polarize public debates, including through its amplification of hyperpartisan social media accounts.31 For example, Russian trolls working for the Internet Research Agency continue to seek to amplify racial divisions in the United States ahead of the 2020 elections, in large part to inflame divisions among Americans and provoke social unrest.32 In these ways, the Kremlin seeks to make it hard for citizens to arrive at a shared understanding of events and ultimately to amplify distrust in governments and institutions.

For Beijing, in contrast, the CCP seeks to create positive perceptions of China and to legitimate its form of government.33 In particular, the CCP seeks to advance the appeal of Chinese culture, values, and traditions. For example, through commentators hired by state authorities, unofficially known as the “50 Cent Army” because of early allegations that employees would be paid 0.50 yuan per online post, the CCP has sought to craft, disseminate, and amplify pro-Beijing narratives online to shape perceptions around its policies.34 A preference for promulgating a stable narrative that enables Beijing to build economic ties, export its telecommunications infrastructure, and build long-term influence runs as a common thread across these activities—as reflected in frequently repeated slogans such as “win-win cooperation” and “community of shared future for mankind.”35 Where China has shown capacity to push negative narratives and undermine trust in democratic institutions, as in the cases of Taiwan and Hong Kong, it has relied on creating spam accounts or leveraging extant accounts on unrelated topics to dilute and weaken the overall information space.36

Flooding Versus Suppression

Finally, China’s approach to shaping the information environment is different from Russia’s in that China also often seeks to censor or deny access to information, while Russia primarily seeks to flood social media with coordinated, inauthentic tactics.38 China is able to use its economic leverage and market potential to muzzle even American companies and suppress online information that is unfavorable to CCP interests. Apple Inc., for example, buckled under pressure from the Chinese government and removed from its online store the app HKmap.live, which helped Hong Kong protesters in 2019 track police movements, after a Chinese state-owned newspaper criticized the U.S. technology giant for allowing the software on its platform.39 During the same period, Apple also removed the Taiwanese flag emoji from iPhones in Hong Kong and Macau.40 Apple’s acquiescence is only one example of broader trend lines of American corporations modifying their online presence to appease Beijing and the market that it represents.

Beyond its coercion of corporate America, Beijing has exploited the lack of reciprocity between the information ecosystems of China and democracies to advance its agenda. While American social media platforms—including Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, WhatsApp—are increasingly difficult to access within China’s borders, especially since the CCP’s crackdown on virtual private networks (VPNs) in the lead-up to its 2017 Party Congress, China’s own tech champions promulgate their alternative platforms beyond Chinese borders.31 These platforms provide Beijing with the capacity for widespread censorship, often without users’ awareness. Preliminary analysis, for example, suggests that content on TikTok—one of the world’s fastest-growing social media platforms and the most downloaded app worldwide in the first quarter of 2019—may be subject to China’s censorship apparatus by way of its Beijing-based parent company, ByteDance.42 And the censorship concerns around WeChat are already well documented.43 During the protracted pro-democracy struggle in Hong Kong in 2019, the CCP’s censorship machinery hummed along at full throttle as Tencent suspended the accounts of WeChat users, even in the United States, who criticized Beijing.44

People hold up smartphone lights and posters during a “mums protest” against alleged police brutality and the proposed extradition treaty in June 2019 in Hong Kong. Apple succumbed to pressure from the Chinese government and removed from its online store the app HKmap.live, which helped Hong Kong protesters to track police movements. (Carl Court/Getty Images)
Moscow diverges from Beijing in its capacity for censorship. Rather than suppressing information, Russia uses a tactic that some scholars have referred to as “flooding,” or the dissemination of high volumes of repetitive information across a large number of channels. In other words, Russian-backed actors seek to seed “public debate with nonsense, disinformation, distractions, vexatious opinions and counter-arguments.” In this way the Kremlin does not seek to dominate the informational space, but dilute it. For example, when faced with a damaging event like the Skripal poisoning, the Russian government’s response (operating in part through state-controlled media) was to flood the informational space with potential explanations, however implausible.

Chinese and Russian Digital Influence Campaigns are Converging

Despite these important differences in their approaches, China appears to be gleaning best practices from Moscow and has begun to adopt some of the Kremlin’s tactics. As China adopts these tools, Beijing also appears to be gaining confidence with these approaches and has become more willing to accept risk with its digital influence efforts. In short, there is growing convergence in the digital efforts of China and Russia, with Beijing growing more aggressive in its actions.

The growing similarity between China and Russia has been most apparent in the social media domain. As one former political science lecturer at Tsinghua University observed, “China has been studying the propaganda strategies of Russia, including how the latter manipulates media, mobilizes its youth and trains its hackers.” In a July 2019 Study Times article, for example, Hua Chunying, director of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) Information Department, outlined a more aggressive global social media strategy that suggested Twitter would become an important tool in Beijing’s information warfare arsenal. During a November 2019 conference that the United Front Work Department organized on conducting internet influence activities, the department’s head noted that the United Front would enable social media influencers and other prominent social figures to “play an active role in guiding public opinion.” Shortly thereafter, in December 2019, China’s MOFA opened an official Twitter account, which posts regularly on topics ranging from its self-proclaimed global leadership amid the coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis that originated in Hubei province in 2019 to its advancement of “high-quality” development through the Belt and Road to scathing criticism of the United States’ unilateralism.

Beijing may be closely observing Russian interference tactics in the United States’ presidential election in 2020 and viewing it as an opportunity for learning.
But even as Beijing is increasingly positioning itself to leverage Facebook and to conduct strategic messaging beyond its borders, its tactics on these American platforms have thus far largely remained rudimentary. At the height of Hong Kong’s pro-democracy protests in 2019, for example, Beijing applied blunt force tactics to try to warp the narrative around its policies, appropriating hundreds of thousands of accounts to seek to discredit the protesters, including by labeling them as agents of the United States. After Twitter removed nearly a thousand accounts and suspended 200,000 others that originated from China, Beijing rebutted the United States’ criticism of its practices with the accusation that American platforms were in fact censoring legitimate views held by Chinese citizens.

China appears to be gleaning best practices from Moscow and has begun to adopt some of the Kremlin’s tactics.

Although key differences in Chinese and Russian approaches are likely to persist, there is growing evidence that the two countries are learning from each other and enhancing their coordination, leading to a growing convergence in their digital influence efforts.
Digital Influence Tools Used by China and Russia

Beijing and Moscow retain a largely distinct set of approaches to exercising their influence online, but even so, there are important areas of overlap in the tools they deploy. Even where these convergences are due to happenstance rather than explicit coordination, the areas of similarity and difference in their approaches merit closer scrutiny.

Direct Advertising

Direct advertising is an important vector of disinformation. First, it incentivizes websites to prioritize page views to increase advertising revenue, which contributes to the spread of sensationalized information. Second, advertisements can be microtargeted to extremely specific demographics based on user data, which helps propagators of disinformation reach their intended audience much more effectively.59

CHINA

Beijing uses advertisements to promote content produced by its state-sponsored media outlets and companies that support those narratives. Chinese media companies do not have strong reputations as impartial sources outside of China, so their content is unlikely to be effective on its own merits.60 Therefore, they rely on extensive advertising to spread the message to as many consumers as possible. Despite the fact that the social media platform is banned inside China, Facebook receives approximately $5 billion in Chinese ad buys annually, though only a fraction of that comes from state-sponsored media.61 It also comes from companies like Huawei, whose ads on social and digital news media urge the public not to trust warnings about them issued by the U.S. government.62 Beijing recognizes the coercive utility of its large ad buys even in countries with freedom of the press. Locally based Chinese-diaspora media outlets, which often play an important role in diaspora communities, are typically not resilient to threats made by mainland or pro-Beijing advertisers to pull ad revenue unless the outlet refrains from reporting on matters that would anger Beijing.63

RUSSIA

Direct advertising is a force multiplier for Russia’s extensive digital influence campaigns over social media. Moscow used thousands of advertisements to boost the audience consuming content created by infamous disinformation mills such as the Internet Research Agency to millions of American internet users during the 2016 election.64 Organizations including the IRA used direct advertising to spread microtargeted messages to a diverse array of demographic and political groups, often simultaneously to both sides of a particular argument in order to sow chaos and exacerbate societal tensions.65 In contrast, during the 2017 German elections, Moscow targeted Germany’s Aussiedler (ethnically German repatriates from former Soviet republics) community with Russian-language advertisements to bolster the group’s support of the right-wing populist Alternative for Germany (AfD) party.66 The community’s trust of Russian sources positioned Moscow to subtly influence their opinions through disinformation campaigns.67

SIMILARITIES

- China and Russia both create disinformation and then use advertising strategies to augment its spread and influence abroad.
- China and Russia have used advertising strategies to influence the narrative inside diaspora communities located in countries with strong commitments to digital freedom.

DIFFERENCES

- Beijing does not use microtargeting in the same way Moscow does. China’s focus is most often broad, using advertisements to spread disinformation to as wide a group as possible until the story sticks, whereas Russia’s strategy often involves inciting specific segments of society with highly targeted advertisements.
- The content boosted through Chinese digital ad campaigns is almost always directly related to an issue in which China is involved, whereas with Russian campaigns, the ties to Moscow are often more obscure.

Astroturfing and Co-option of Credible Voices

Though astroturfing can take many forms, in essence it is the practice of obscuring the origin of an idea or message that would appear less credible if the audience knew its true origin. An entity such as a government or political organization could disguise an influence campaign by making it appear as though it were organically originating from local politicians, civil society organizations, or civilians, when the support is actually manufactured.
**CHINA**

Beijing has used government-organized nongovernmental organizations (GONGOs) to infiltrate places created for civil society and promote the CCP’s agenda through influencing norms. Chinese GONGOs and private-sector enterprises act as proxies to advance the goals of the CCP at the United Nations through injecting Beijing’s norms into regulatory discussions. China has 25 member organizations in the standardization and development sectors of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the U.N. agency responsible for international coordination of information technology. These member organizations include companies that are on the forefront of stimulating the international proliferation of Beijing’s invasive cyber norms, such as Huawei, Hikvision, and ZTE. Beijing has also leveraged the reputation of Taiwanese media outlets to publish pieces written by CCP front organizations in order to artificially inflate the perception of pro-mainland sentiments in Taiwanese society.

**RUSSIA**

Moscow’s astroturfing through the use of social media troll farms and bots during the 2016 presidential election is well documented. Russia is attempting to repeat the effort in the 2020 election using the same technique of amplifying socially divisive issues, though the approach may be more elaborate this time. Moscow recently created a GONGO in Ghana that turned several Ghanaians and Nigerians into unwitting proxies.

Astroturfing through people and organizations not consciously or overtly connected with Russia makes these endeavors even more difficult to track. Russia has also put effort into astroturfing European news organizations. For example, many media markets in countries such as Serbia and Moldova get their news almost entirely from the same few Russian sources, such as Sputnik, and sometimes even rebroadcast them as local reporting.

Also part of Russia’s toolkit is its ability to create and leverage a network of local, pro-Russian voices to

---

**THE RISE OF CHINESE “GONGOS”**

One tactic employed by China to marginalize its critics within international organizations and promote favorable voices is the creation of government-organized nongovernmental organizations, or GONGOs. This is a type of international astroturfing. A nonexhaustive list of China’s GONGOs includes the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet and Media</th>
<th>Labor and Migrants</th>
<th>Law and Governance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• China Writer’s Association</td>
<td>• Beijing Yilian Labor Law Aid and Research Center</td>
<td>• Justice for All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• All-China Journalists Association</td>
<td>• Suzhou Migrant Workers Home</td>
<td>• Equity &amp; Justice Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Internet Society of China</td>
<td>• Shenzhen Chunfeng Labor Disputes Services Center</td>
<td>• Dongjen Center for Human Rights Education and Action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Ethnic Minorities</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Huai River Eco-Environment Research Center</td>
<td>• Preservation and Development of Tibetan Culture</td>
<td>• Guangzhou Grassroots Education Support Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Center for Legal Assistance to Pollution Victims</td>
<td>• Yothok Yonden Gonpo Medical Association</td>
<td>• China Zigen Rural Education &amp; Development Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Center for Environment Development and Poverty Alleviation</td>
<td>• Lanzhou Chongde Women Children Education Center</td>
<td>• Beijing Hongdandan Education and Culture Exchange Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

advance Russian narratives. Russian networks include academics, news anchors, local politicians, and non-profit organizations. The Kremlin uses these networks to advance Russia’s worldview and distract from events that could be unfavorable to Russia.

**SIMILARITIES**

- Both China and Russia use GONGOs in their digital influence campaigns, though China uses them much more extensively to bend international norms and rules in order to make environments more permissive to its tactics.
- Both China and Russia extensively astroturf social media platforms with bot accounts and paid trolls. Still, whereas China focuses most of its efforts internally on its own networks, on which it fabricates almost half a billion inauthentic pro-government comments a year, Russia is much more outwardly focused with its bots and trolls.

**DIFFERENCES**

- Beijing astroturfs to censor and co-opt narratives to promote a positive image of China. When their government ties are unknown, GONGOs also improve China’s image abroad because they telegraph multilateral engagement and a robust civil society.
- Russia astroturfs to dilute the information environment so that truth becomes unrecognizable, as Moscow favors instability in civil society and democratic institutions.

**Propagating Influence Tools**

Governments worldwide increasingly have access to models, tools, and expertise conducive to conducting their own digital influence campaigns domestically. This further pollutes the online space and renders China’s and Russia’s own efforts more effective.

**CHINA**

China’s drive to bankroll and build infrastructure enabling online surveillance and censorship through its Digital Silk Road has facilitated the widespread adoption of systems that mirror Beijing’s own. This has affected information environments across the globe, particularly in regions such as Southeast Asia where the challenges to online freedom have never been stronger than in recent years. Outside the Indo-Pacific, Tanzania and Uganda have passed restrictive laws on online media based on China’s models of censorship that sacrifice individual freedoms in order to support broader social stability. Beijig also leverages civil society to shape the online space in other countries. The Chinese GONGO China Federation of Internet Societies, whose stated goal is to strengthen the CCP’s influence over the internet industry, has held Chinese partnership symposia in Kenya, Tanzania, Cuba, and Brazil. As far back as 2010, Beijing provided equipment and training that enabled Ethiopia’s ruling party to surveil internet activity for content critical of its regime and jam uncensored TV and radio signals from Western stations such as Voice of America and DW News.

**RUSSIA**

Russia has provided ready-made digital strategies to authoritarian leaders. A Russian company with close ties to the Kremlin equipped former Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir with a comprehensive plan that included use of social media to discredit the unrest that eventually led to his ouster in 2019. Burmese soldiers who had...
China’s drive to bankroll and build infrastructure enabling online surveillance and censorship through its Digital Silk Road has facilitated the widespread adoption of systems that mirror Beijing’s own.

been trained by their Russian counterparts to use disinformation on social media conducted at least one major social media disinformation campaign at the height of the Rohingya refugee crisis. Russia has also become a source of social media bots, one of its government’s most highly used disinformation tools, for actors in other countries. A digital influence campaign during the 2018 election in Malaysia relied on bots that were created in Russia. Though the identities of the operators were never revealed, experts believed that it was a Malaysian who purchased the bots from Russia. Similarly, a disinformation company in Mexico that has run influence campaigns for several politicians often purchases its bots from Russian bot farms.

SIMILARITIES
- Both China and Russia actively attempt to facilitate democratic backsliding when they export the oppressive tools that they have honed domestically.
- Both China and Russia have directly trained and advised foreign government actors to strengthen their control through effective digital influence campaigns.

DIFFERENCES
- China’s one-stop-shop approach to diffusion is focused on assisting countries to establish a systematic approach to censorship and information control, as well as the proliferation of the infrastructure necessary to sustain it.
- Russia’s approach is to supply the digital influence tools, plans, or training to interested foreign actors, but with little effort invested in assisting with the long-term infrastructure to sustain their use.

Coercion and Censorship of Companies Online

Authoritarian governments, particularly China, are able to leverage their countries’ market potential and economic entanglement with democracies to shape the preferences and behavior of companies—including those based in the United States—that operate internationally. This has significant implications for how these firms conduct their online operations.

CHINA
Just as Beijing silences domestic political dissent through blunt force intimidation, it uses its economic heft to pressure foreign corporations to demand that they suppress online information that is damaging to the CCP. In recent years, various Chinese government agencies have bullied companies, including Zara, American Airlines, and Marriott, into removing references to Taiwan as a country on their websites. And after a tweet by the manager of the Houston Rockets in support of pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong, Disney and ESPN provided guidance to employees that curtailed discussion of Chinese politics online and on air. While Beijing’s crackdown on VPNs makes American social media platforms even more difficult to access within China’s borders, China’s own technology champions promulgate their alternative platforms abroad. As they go global, these companies remain responsive to Beijing’s domestic system of digital censorship and control.

RUSSIA
Russia’s attempts to hide information have typically been limited in scope and caused public outcry. For example, Russia’s regulator and censor compelled Facebook to remove a page promoting a 2014 rally for opposition leader Alexei Navalny. However, that blockage generated more attention and new pages promoting the rally, which Facebook subsequently refused to remove. Platforms such as Twitter and YouTube rejected Moscow’s directives to remove the content entirely. In 2018, Russia’s censor directed Facebook-owned Instagram and Google-owned YouTube to remove corruption accusations made by Navalny. Instagram complied but YouTube did not. Though Russia threatens them with fines and blockages, American social media companies have largely escaped severe penalties and—unlike in China—none have been banned in Russia. However, Moscow has shown a willingness to ban major platforms over noncompliance
with a law requiring data on Russian users to be stored on servers located within Russia. Though LinkedIn was blocked for that in 2016, Facebook and Twitter have only been fined and threatened for refusing to comply.93

SIMILARITIES
■ China and Russia have used lawfare, including data storage and cybersecurity laws, as a premise for banning—or at least temporarily blocking—American social media companies from operating in their domestic online spaces.
■ China and Russia have pressured American social media companies, including Facebook, to remove content that supports activists and political or social movements within their borders.

DIFFERENCES
■ Russia has used economic pressure toward less ambitious aims than China and has struggled to unilaterally implement its censorship agenda. Moscow uses censorship to focus primarily on managing the narrative within its borders, while the CCP attempts to leverage censorship to shape its international image more broadly.
■ In contrast to Russia’s primary area of focus, China’s pressure tactics extend far beyond social media companies to the online presence of a constantly widening range of corporate entities, including the entertainment, aviation, and service industries.

COMPARISON OF CHINA’S AND RUSSIA’S APPROACHES TO SHARED DIGITAL INFLUENCE TOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Similarities</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Advertising</td>
<td>• Using advertising strategies to augment the spread and influence of their disinformation campaigns abroad.</td>
<td>• China uses ads to spread disinformation to as wide a group as possible until the story sticks, whereas Russia’s advertising strategy often targets highly specific segments of society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Using advertising strategies to influence the narrative inside diaspora communities located in countries with strong commitments to digital freedom.</td>
<td>• Content boosted through Chinese digital ad campaigns is almost always directly related to an issue in which China is involved, whereas with Russian campaigns, the ties to Moscow are often more obscure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astroturfing</td>
<td>• Astroturfing through GONGOs, though China uses them much more extensively to bend international norms and rules in order to make environments more acquiescent to its tactics.</td>
<td>• Beijing astroturfs to censor and coopt narratives to promote an image of a responsible and internationally engaged China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Extensively astroturfing social media platforms with bot accounts and paid trolls. China’s focus is much more internal than Russia’s, which is much more externally focused.</td>
<td>• Russia astroturfs to dilute the information environment so that truth becomes unrecognizable, as Moscow favors instability in civil society and democratic institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion of Interference</td>
<td>• Actively facilitating democratic backsliding by exporting the oppressive tools that they have honed domestically.</td>
<td>• China’s one-stop-shop approach to diffusion focuses on assisting countries establish a systematic approach to censorship and information control, and the infrastructure necessary to sustain it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure and Techniques</td>
<td>• Directly training and advising foreign government actors to strengthen their control through effective digital influence campaigns.</td>
<td>• Russia’s approach is to supply the digital influence tools, plans, or training to interested foreign actors, with little to no effort in terms of assisting with long-term sustainability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercion and Censorship of</td>
<td>• Using lawfare as a premise for banning or temporarily blocking American social media companies from operating in their domestic online spaces.</td>
<td>• Russia has struggled to unilaterally implement its censorship agenda. Moscow uses censorship of companies to primarily focus on managing the narrative within its borders, while the CCP attempts to leverage censorship to shape its international image more broadly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies Online</td>
<td>• Pressuring American social media companies to remove content that supports activists and political or social movements within their borders.</td>
<td>• China uses its domestic market size as leverage for pressure tactics that extend beyond social media companies to the online presence of an ever-wider range of corporate entities including the entertainment, aviation, and service industries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How Chinese and Russian Digital Influence Efforts are Mutually Reinforcing

Notwithstanding important differences in the goals, methods, and constellation of actors and institutions involved in Chinese and Russian digital influence activities, their convergent interests—particularly vis-à-vis the United States—are increasingly symbiotic.

Magnifying Impact through Complementary Approaches

Although China’s and Russia’s approaches are often different and seemingly uncoordinated, taken together, they are having a more corrosive effect on democracy than either would have single-handedly. Russia propagates narratives designed to undermine trust in institutions and elected governments. Its disinformation campaigns seek to create an environment in which citizens are unable to discern what is true. And its repetitive narratives about the inefficacy of Western democracy serve to undercut citizens’ confidence in the United States and liberal democracy. This creates fertile ground for Chinese narratives to take root. A loose tactical division of labor is already emerging between Beijing and Moscow’s digital influence activities. While Russia weakens information spaces by sowing false narratives and flooding platforms with content intended to smear American institutions, Beijing is able to swoop in with positive alternatives and an arsenal of affirmative messaging about the primacy of Chinese technology and about China’s ability to provide global leadership amid U.S. retrenchment.

Amplifying Narratives

Relatedly, while there is currently no evidence that China and Russia are coordinating their messaging, there are a growing number of instances in which Chinese and Russian narratives overlap, amplifying the impact of such messages. For example, there are a number of cases in which Russian outlets have propagated pro-Beijing views on a wide range of topics, ranging from China’s repression of ethnic Uighurs in Xinjiang to its protracted trade dispute with the United States. The Kremlin is, in effect, actively amplifying Beijing’s desired messaging and helping the CCP to blur the lines between news and state propaganda. Pro-Russian new media, for example, have sought to cast doubt on China’s detention of ethnic Uighurs in Xinjiang, while Chinese diplomats, in turn, promote this content on their social media profiles. In doing so, Chinese and Russian media and diplomatic institutions have forged symbiotic relationships that support the creation of an entirely alternative information ecosystem in which truth is called into question.

Legitimizing Norm Change

Russia and China are working together to jointly advance their preferred models of online surveillance, censorship, and broader visions of internet governance in multilateral forums, most notably in the United Nations. By changing norms, Russia and China hope to create an information environment conducive to their objectives. Beijing has quietly proselytized its walled-off version of the internet as a model for other illiberal countries around the world to emulate. In its first-ever white paper on international cyberspace cooperation, jointly published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Public Security in March 2017, the CCP committed to leading the “institutional reform of the UN Internet Governance Forum” to position China to play a larger role in shaping the global future of internet governance. Later in 2017, the Chinese Academy of Cyberspace Studies called for the “establishment of a multinational, democratic and transparent global internet governance system” through the United Nations—alluding to a “multilateral” approach to internet management favored by China, Russia, and other authoritarian countries. And in October 2019, the Cyberspace Administration of China held the sixth iteration of its World Internet Conference in China’s Zhejiang Province, featuring public- and private-sector representatives from around the world.

As Beijing jockeys for influence and leadership in international organizations, it has joined hands with Russia at the U.N. to promote standards of surveillance and censorship internationally that would further exacerbate the lack of reciprocity between the information ecosystems of the United States and China. In November 2019, the United Nations adopted a cybercrime resolution jointly backed by China and Russia titled “Countering the use of information and communications technologies for criminal purposes.” The resolution stands in stark contrast to the norms that the United States and its allies have championed, including maximal access to the global internet, and instead seeks to equip authoritarian governments with broad-based authority to take down websites critical of governments and punish, repress, and censor political dissent online. Activists in liberal democracies have argued that authoritarian governments could leverage the resolution to criminalize online activities that journalists and other members of civil society rely on, such as encrypted chat applications, for day-to-day work.
THREE SNAPSHOT OF SYNERGISTIC DIGITAL INFLUENCE CAMPAIGNS

Hong Kong

As both China’s and Russia’s relations with the United States have deteriorated, news media in both countries began to propagate false information about Washington’s role in fomenting various destabilizing political events. In August 2019, as the pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong gained momentum, the Russian Foreign Ministry’s primary spokesperson, Maria Zakharova, recounted Chinese allegations that the United States had incited the protests and expressed the need for China and Russia to step up efforts to jointly investigate the United States’ use of technology to destabilize their two countries.99

Likewise, in December 2019, amid the pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong, RT—an English-language news channel that American authorities have deemed a propaganda arm of the Kremlin—released a documentary called Hong Kong Unmasked, which condemned the Central Intelligence Agency and U.S. nongovernmental organizations such as Freedom House and the National Endowment for Democracy for spurring the protests in Hong Kong.100 In ensuing weeks, RT’s documentary in turn garnered substantial praise on Chinese social media platforms for offering a “true accounting” of the events in Hong Kong. Russia’s Federal News Agency, which is part of the Kremlin-backed Internet Research Agency, similarly debased Hong Kong pro-democracy protests by fabricating inflammatory quotes and attributing them to protesters.101

Fifth-Generation Wireless Technology (5G)

Beyond seeking to denigrate the United States’ international reputation, state media and propaganda apparatuses in China and Russia have also sought to affirmatively shape the political debate around issue areas with outsized geopolitical ramifications, such as 5G deployment. Huawei has, independently, pursued a concerted and highly creative public diplomacy campaign across Europe tapping into conversations about European values. In 2019, Huawei spent more than $3 million on direct advertising and lobbying, outpacing the combined spending of its European 5G competitors, Ericsson and Nokia, and far exceeding America’s rival Qualcomm.102 Huawei’s efforts included taking out advertisements in leading publications such as Politico Europe, livestreaming public debates with members of the European Parliament, and mailing press packets to hundreds of journalists.103

Notably, as Huawei’s equities in Russia have expanded, Moscow has also championed the Chinese tech giant’s cause while denigrating the United States’ policies toward the company. During Xi Jinping’s June 2019 visit to the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum, Vladimir Putin accused Washington of instigating a “technological war of the coming digital era” by blocking Huawei for American networks and urging allies to follow suit.104 Russia’s propaganda apparatus followed suit. While RT aggressively promoted false information about the deleterious health effects of 5G expansion in the United States and Europe,105 it has touted Huawei’s role as a leading corporate innovator, including through a series of flattering “exclusives” at Huawei company headquarters.106 And just as Huawei signed a deal with Russia’s largest cell carrier to roll out the country’s first 5G wireless network and to upskill 10,000 Russian technicians on the use of advanced technologies, Russian diplomats and Russian state media began to hail Huawei’s standing as a global standard-bearer of innovation.107

COVID-19

In some instances, Russian influence activities on social media platforms have echoed, mirrored, and yielded secondary benefits for China. A report by the European Union’s External Action Service, for example, noted that between the end of January 2020 and the beginning of March 2020, there had been more than 80 cases of disinformation about COVID-19 linked to pro-Kremlin media.108 Prominent outlets such as the Russian government-funded RT cast a pall over the United States’ response to the pandemic, repeatedly indicating that U.S.
officials were seeking to exploit the outbreak for their own gain and that the U.S. government was politicizing assistance while Russia and China were stepping in to fill the void of global leadership.\textsuperscript{109} A U.S. State Department report in early 2020 also indicated that thousands of social media accounts were propagating false information about the COVID-19 outbreak, including a conspiracy theory that the virus was engineered by the United States as an agent of biological warfare against China—and Russian actors were potentially amplifying these narratives. One such conspiracy theory claimed that the U.S. Department of Defense had generated the virus to target China. These types of influence operations were consistent with the efforts of Russian agents to sow discord amid the 2016 presidential election in the United States through coordinated activity amplified by automated bots and trolls.\textsuperscript{110}

Chinese social media also picked up the threads of these manufactured narratives and teemed with elaborate conspiracy theories implicating the United States and other democracies for instigating the spread of the virus. In one particularly sophisticated scheme to pin blame on the United States, the Chinese Foreign Ministry’s Information Department launched a concerted Twitter campaign to circulate fabricated “scientific” articles by Chinese civil think tanks alleging that COVID-19 had been manufactured in U.S. Army biodefense labs and that American soldiers had unwittingly brought the virus over to China during the Military World Games in October of 2019.\textsuperscript{111} The articles featured screenshots of headlines from leading American newspapers, such as The New York Times, which—taken entirely out of context—seemed to support Beijing’s claims.\textsuperscript{112} Some Chinese Communist Party agents on Twitter even contended that American soldiers participating in the military games had deliberately shed the virus at the Huanan Seafood Market, which is largely presumed to be ground zero of the global pandemic.\textsuperscript{113} Other reports by Chinese state media sought to muddy the waters by suggesting that the disease had initially appeared in Italy before it emerged in Wuhan, China, at the end of 2019.\textsuperscript{114}

All of these false narratives ultimately laid the groundwork for China to play up its global leadership in the response to COVID-19 and for Russia to champion Beijing’s efforts. On Twitter, for example, Chinese diplomats sought to favorably portray Beijing’s handling of the outbreak through a panoply of formats, including crudely doctored or staged video clips featuring citizens in Italy, Angola, and countries across Asia expressing gratitude to China for their provision of medical expertise, masks, testing kits, and other public goods.\textsuperscript{115} How these narratives are received among audiences hard-hit by the pandemic remains an open question, however.

Perhaps no country has felt the brunt of China’s online influence operations amid the height of the COVID-19 pandemic more acutely than Italy. In a two-week period in March 2020, for example, nearly 50,000 tweets flooded the Twittersphere with pro-China hashtags.\textsuperscript{116} Notably, nearly half of tweets featuring the hashtag “forzaCinaeItalia” (Go China, go Italy) and more than a third of tweets featuring the hashtag “grazieCina” (thank you, China) stemmed from bots—a quintessentially Russian tool that Chinese operations have increasingly leveraged—that averaged more than 50 tweets per day that were unequivocally favorable to China’s COVID-19 diplomacy.\textsuperscript{117} All of this points to a comprehensive, well-coordinated information operation aimed at bolstering China’s standing as a net provider of public goods.
China and Russia are together advancing alternative multilateral frameworks at the working level within the United Nations as well. This includes seeking to jointly mobilize illiberal actors to control, modify, and dilute resolutions coming out of international organizations and bodies that protect freedom of expression and access to fact-based information. For example, after the U.N. Group of Governmental Experts (UNGGE) published a report affirming the application of international law to state military use of cyberspace, China and Russia launched their own parallel process, the Open-Ended Working Group (OEWG), criticizing the UNGGE for its failure to accommodate the preferences of developing countries. And while Beijing and Moscow have claimed that they are advancing “more democratic, inclusive, and transparent” ways of regulating online activities, they denied some nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and other civil society groups accreditation for participation in OEWG processes.

By chipping away at norms governing the free flow of information on the highest stage of international cooperation, China and Russia are together seeking to bend the arc of the global information architecture to their advantage. This means that while their own online ecosystems are increasingly segmented from the rest of the world, Beijing and Moscow are able to continue to exploit the relative openness of the United States' and other democracies' information environment to manipulate the narrative around their policies and advance their agendas. Additionally, as China and Russia increasingly seek to shape international norms around surveillance and censorship through coordinated action in the U.N. and other international bodies, they are making it easier for countries with weak democratic or authoritarian-leaning institutions to silence online dissent by deeming it “criminal activity.” In effect, the two countries are working together to mobilize and lead coalitions of illiberal states to undercut online civil liberties and the right to freely access accurate information globally and more broadly to render ineffectual institutions that are designed to protect human rights.
Forecasting China-Russia Synergies

Looking forward, the coordination and resulting synergy between China and Russia in the informational domain is likely to grow. Already, there is an expanding body of evidence demonstrating their growing ties in areas related to digital influence. These ties will provide a foundation for greater cooperation and coordination, increasing the challenges that the United States and other liberal democracies will face in the information environment.

Deepening Coordination

China and Russia are increasing their coordination on issues related to digital influence, ranging from cybersecurity and cyberspace to broadcast and online media. Their shared threat perception and mutual interests have led to a number of agreements and initiatives. In the cybersecurity realm, for example, Xi and Putin signed an agreement in 2015 to work together to ensure international information security. Since the agreement was signed, China and Russia have conducted a number of exchanges designed to share technologies, information, and processes to control the internet. Likewise, continued Russia-China collaboration at the U.N. on issues such as cybercrime have provided an additional vehicle to work together in an attempt to create U.N.-approved standards for controlling the flow of information.

Beijing and Moscow have also sought to institutionalize cooperation in conventional broadcast and online media. The two countries have in recent years established various knowledge-sharing mechanisms, including the China-Russia Media Forum. On the sidelines of the 2019 Eastern Economic Forum in Vladivostok, the two countries held their fifth installment of the China-Russia Media Forum, which brought
together representatives from their respective media outlets, internet platforms, and other relevant industries to spur discussion around content and data sharing, digital media collaboration and “strengthening the standing of Chinese and Russian media in global markets.” And at the third China-Russia Internet Media Forum in November 2019, Yang Xiaowei, deputy director of the Cyberspace Administration of China, hailed the deepening ties between Russian and Chinese media while his counterpart Alexey Volin, Russia’s deputy minister of digital development, communications, and mass media, discussed the importance of advancing cooperation in new frontiers of online communications and entertainment industries, including movies, television programming, and gaming.

As the exchange of best practices and cross-border learning of tactics becomes increasingly hard-wired into the interactions between China and Russia, the CCP and the Kremlin are positioned to deepen coordination on digital influence. These habits of cooperation are poised to become more problematic for democracies as both China and Russia seek to improve their capacity to advance their own narratives globally—an objective that the CCP characterizes as “discourse power.”

Looking forward, China and Russia could leverage their comparative strengths to weaken the perceived Western-dominated global information environment while setting forth alternative platforms—and corresponding norms—by which information can be disseminated.

**Dividing and Conquering**

While Russian efforts remain focused on weakening and dividing democratic societies in Europe and the United States, China is spreading the tentacles of its online influence campaigns in strategically positioned developing countries across Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Latin America, and Africa. Chinese media companies such as StarTimes have, for example, have expanded their equities in the digital television broadcasting sector, particularly targeting emerging markets using enticing, low-cost package offerings to audiences in countries such as Kenya, Uganda, and Nigeria—or through forming joint ventures with local or national television stations. Meanwhile, Moscow remains willing and well positioned to do Beijing’s bidding when it comes to promoting Chinese media products, telecommunications infrastructure, and other technology in countries across Europe and other Western countries, particularly if this bestows the two countries with additional levers by which to curtail the spread of the free information apparatus.
China and Russia are together exerting both internal and external pressure on open societies by compromising the integrity of existing platforms while seeking to undercut the perceived Western monopoly on the global information ecosystem.

that democracies seek to promote. In addition to this regional division of labor, there is a tactical battle rhythm that is emerging between China and Russia as well. For example, while Russia primarily propagates divisive content on pre-existing and well-established platforms—such as Western social media sites and Moscow-based broadcast media—China is ever more focused on developing entirely new platforms by which to disseminate information. In doing so, China and Russia are together exerting both internal and external pressure on open societies by compromising the integrity of existing platforms while seeking to undercut the perceived Western monopoly on the global information ecosystem.

Leveraging Each Other’s Platforms to Broaden Reach

Likewise, the proliferation of popular Chinese-designed and -marketed social media apps that run parallel to Western platforms has the potential to create entirely alternative information ecosystems that China and Russia could jointly leverage. Indeed, as Chinese apps multiply globally, the CCP’s information operations can move more nimbly and covertly in democratic societies. Chinese state actors have, for example, used WeChat to mobilize the Chinese diaspora to take to polling stations during Canada’s 2019 federal election, which potentially foreshadows how the CCP might leverage WeChat for more direct influence in future democratic elections. If WeChat and other Chinese-designed apps prove to be effective vehicles for shaping the preferences of the Chinese diaspora, Russia might turn to these platforms as well to amplify polarizing and destabilizing messages in the United States or other Western societies.

In the traditional and broadcast media space, the Global Times—one of China’s major media outlets under the auspices of the CCP’s People’s Daily newspaper—already announced in 2017 a partnership with Russia’s Sputnik news agency, bumping Sputnik’s total number of contracts with large Chinese media organizations, including Xinhua and China Radio International, up to eight. By virtue of these agreements, Beijing-friendly content has proliferated in Russian outlets, while Chinese news services have similarly taken up the mantle of promoting Russia’s informational agenda.

Jointly Harnessing Technological Change

As Beijing and Moscow move to shape the global information environment both independently and jointly through the wide range of tools discussed in the previous sections, their exchange of best practices and mutual learning around these tools will migrate to cutting-edge capabilities that are difficult to detect but yield maximal payoff in eroding democratic institutions globally. For example, a major area of focus for Chinese and Russian investments in next-generation digital interference capabilities will include controlling the platforms, software, and manner in which day-to-day activities are conducted online.

Existing Chinese- and Russian-designed apps have already generated risks to democratic societies, but as they gain traction, their virality would ensure that they move more quickly than governments’ ability to confirm or deny their verity. Chinese apps that allow users to create low-quality deep fakes in mass quantities—such as Zao, Yanji, and a pending feature within TikTok dubbed “Face Swap”—have proliferated since 2019. And the photo-transforming FaceApp that went viral as the most-downloaded smartphone app in the United States in the summer of 2019 caused disarray after it was revealed that a relatively unknown Russian firm had developed the app. By taking advantage of opaque ownership structures, front companies, and flimsy assurances about data security practices, China and Russia are increasingly well positioned to pilot viral apps that use artificial intelligence and natural language processing software to collect, analyze, and generate data that erodes public faith and understanding of the idea of truth.

Finally, technological change will also have the potential to enhance and enable the widespread use of tools such as microtargeting and deep fakes that Russia and China can harness to more effectively manipulate the information environment. Although the two countries would be unlikely to directly coordinate their employment of such tools, their ability to learn lessons and best practices from each other could accelerate their effective use of these methods.
Coordinating Coercion
Concerns around data harvesting associated with Chinese apps have grown acute, particularly among political activists critical of Beijing’s policies and in countries suspicious of China’s geopolitical ambitions. As both Beijing and Moscow look to silence dissidents in online spaces, concrete collaboration between the CCP and Russian actors could become more of an attractive option for both countries. While evidence of collaboration largely remains circumstantial at present, Beijing and Moscow are certainly positioned to leverage each other’s technology to try to silence dissent. In 2019, for example, CCP organs harvested the personal information of protesters in Hong Kong from their social media profiles and other databases and publicly released their personal data on social media and websites including HK Leaks, which was notably hosted on a Russian domain. Societies that rely on Chinese apps, such as social media or e-payment platforms run by Tencent, to conduct day-to-day activities are uniquely vulnerable to coordinated coercion, as state actors could leverage data grafted from these platforms to shape behavior in ways that align with their interests.

Jointly Developing Norms and Messaging
Already, executives from China’s People’s Daily and Russia’s Rossiyskaya Gazeta who attended the media forum in 2019 have advocated for coordinating more closely to fend off “twisted and biased coverage” from Western outlets. Beijing, all the while, showcases the success of its own domestic model of information control and management by conducting large-scale trainings of foreign officials on managing public opinion and new media. By developing the rails and pipelines of an alternative information infrastructure, China and Russia are positioned to jointly promulgate a vision of a digital order shaped by the preferences of authoritarian states.

By developing the rails and pipelines of an alternative information infrastructure, China and Russia are positioned to jointly promulgate a vision of a digital order shaped by the preferences of authoritarian states.
Recommendations

The United States and its democratic allies and partners should adopt a holistic approach to countering digital influence campaigns by China and Russia, particularly in light of the growing synergies between these two powers. This approach must strike the right balance between minimizing opportunities for authoritarian interference and sustaining the open information ecosystems that remain critical to economic prosperity and democratic governance. It should also move beyond a tactical focus and instead seek to address information ecosystems as a whole, starting with individual users, scaling up to social media platforms, and extending to relevant international legal and normative frameworks. Lastly, the United States and its democratic allies and partners should develop and implement cost-imposing measures to deter future digital influence campaigns by China and Russia.

Expand digital literacy education to adults. Democracies such as Taiwan and Finland have systematically introduced digital literacy curriculums into their classrooms to help inoculate students against digital influence campaigns by their authoritarian neighbors. Meanwhile, in the United States, digital literacy remains a patchwork effort, with education companies and leading information technology firms putting forward their own curriculums geared toward students. This focus on the rising generation is critical but overlooks voting-age citizens, including the elderly, who are particularly prone to sharing false information online. The U.S. Department of Education should partner with a leading information technology company to design a user-friendly digital citizenship course for American adults. The course would be accessible online and through a downloadable cellphone app. To incentivize Americans to enroll in the course and take a refresher each year, the U.S. government could offer a small tax rebate for annual completion. This model, if successful, could be replicated across other democracies, though the incentive scheme for enrollment might differ.

Regulate the social media landscape. Recognizing that each social media app is unique, the United States can nonetheless take several general steps to better secure these platforms against digital influence campaigns by China and Russia. First, Congress should enact legislation mandating that social media companies label content disseminated by state-sponsored actors. Enhanced information sharing by social media platforms would bolster the
expert community’s ability to analyze online interference activities by China and Russia. Third, Congress should urge social media companies to voluntarily downgrade in their algorithms content emanating from state-controlled outlets in authoritarian countries (i.e., Xinhua News Agency and Russia Today), while refraining from heavy-handed legislation that would inadvertently mimic the types of content controls put in place by authoritarian states.147

**Expand Coordination among Democracies**

*Red team China-Russia synergies.* Efforts by China and Russia to coordinate their digital influence campaigns and learn from each other should concern American allies in Europe and the Indo-Pacific. Now is the time for the United States to invite its democratic allies from both regions to come together, share perspectives, and explore how the world’s two leading authoritarian powers might ramp up cooperation in the digital domain in order to shape election outcomes, fuel polarization, and promote favorable narratives. Intended to red team future China-Russia synergies, this convening would bring together intelligence analysts, diplomats, domestic security specialists, and technologists from the United States, Europe, Japan, Taiwan, and Australia.

*Stress-test existing coordination structures.* In recent years, the United States and other economically advanced democracies have launched new coordination mechanisms to combat authoritarian influence campaigns, often with a particular focus on the digital domain. Prominent examples include the Group of Seven (G7) Rapid Response Mechanism and the European Union’s Rapid Alert System.148 Largely below the radar, the Five Eyes intelligence alliance has reportedly enhanced cooperation with a handful of democracies such as Germany and Japan to counter foreign interference emanating from China.149 Real-time intelligence sharing through such mechanisms is a prerequisite for the United States and its democratic allies and partners to mount a collective and coherent response to authoritarian digital influence campaigns. Recognizing that speed is critical, the United States, initially through the G7 Rapid Response Mechanism, should conduct an intelligence sharing exercise that would identify bottlenecks in current arrangements for disseminating classified information. Based on the findings of this exercise, the United States and other members of the G7 could put in place new processes for timely intelligence sharing.

**Leverage the Community of Democracies.** A critical weak point in the current international architecture for combating Chinese and Russian digital influence campaigns is the exclusion of developing countries from the most prominent coordination mechanisms, even though they are also potential targets. The United States should advance a new and more inclusive coordination mechanism, leveraging the Community of Democracies (CoD)—a global intergovernmental coalition with a membership spanning Latin America, Africa, and developing Asia.150 Recognizing that CoD members have diverse views of China and Russia, the United States should couch the new coordination mechanism in broad terms of countering foreign interference, with a focus on the digital domain. In its early stages, the coordination mechanism would provide an opportunity to share unclassified information and facilitate an exchange of best practices for inoculating democracies against externally orchestrated digital influence campaigns.

*Act in concert with other democracies in international organizations.* The United States should work with its democratic allies and partners to advance an agenda in international forums that delegitimizes online influence campaigns by China and Russia and mitigates their potential impact. This starts by joining the more than 50 countries that have already signed the Paris Call for Trust and Security in Cyberspace. Although not legally binding, this agreement advances norms against election interference.151 Set against the larger backdrop of current U.S. antipathy toward multilateralism, America’s absence from the Paris Call erodes its ability to muster international support for addressing Chinese and Russian digital influence campaigns more generally. Beyond reinforcing international norms, the United States should work with its democratic allies and partners at the United Nations to link digital citizenship—with an emphasis on education geared toward inoculating populations against online manipulation—to the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Linkage to the SDGs could provide momentum for funneling U.N. resources toward programs intended to build digital literacy across the developing world, with the intent of empowering populations to identify false information and inorganic content amplification. Lastly, at the U.N. and in other relevant multilateral organizations, Washington and like-minded democratic capitals should advance access to fact-based information as a universal human right—drawing a sharp contrast with the government-curated information ecosystems of authoritarian powers such as China and Russia.152
Construct and Sustain Healthy Information Ecosystems

Support independent diaspora media. Beijing and Moscow have respectively sought to mobilize Chinese- and Russian-language diasporas through a variety of instruments, including digital influence campaigns. Given the role these diasporas play within U.S. allies in Eastern Europe and Asia, ensuring that these populations have access to credible and independent information sources in their home languages should be a priority for the United States. In recent years, Washington under the umbrella of the U.S. Agency for Global Media (formerly the Broadcasting Board of Governors) has dedicated increased funding and resources toward engaging with Chinese- and Russian-language diasporas. For example, Radio Free Europe in 2017 inaugurated a 24-hour Russian television channel, and Radio Free Asia has partnered with Voice of America to launch an initiative aimed at “young Mandarin-speaking audience around the world.” The United States should double down on these efforts, while also empowering media indigenous to the Chinese- and Russian-language diasporas. For example, the State Department could partner with a highly credible nongovernmental organization such as the International Center for Journalists to award grants to Chinese- and Russian-language reporters and media entrepreneurs, based on selection criteria that elevate a local connection and independence from Beijing and Moscow.

Subsidize fact-based content in regions where affordability matters most. In developing countries, pricing can play a critical role in determining what sources populations turn to for information. Beijing in particular has made a concerted effort to shape the information ecosystems of developing countries by offering free content to local providers and supporting on-the-ground activities by Chinese media companies, such as converting households from analog to digital television. The United States can do more to bring down the cost of fact-based content in developing countries. It should offer to subsidize the cost to local media outlets of maintaining a subscription to The Associated Press wire service—an approach that has proved successful when road tested in the Pacific Islands. In addition, the new U.S. International Development Finance Corporation should pursue opportunities to extend loans and other supports to American media companies looking to grow their presence in developing markets.

Catalyze innovative technological solutions. Technology can play an important role in enabling democracies to safeguard their information ecosystems against digital influence campaigns by China and Russia. However, what commercial markets currently provide is limited. The United States should galvanize innovation to develop scalable solutions. This could begin with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) organizing a “Democratic Integrity Hackathon” that would bring together engineers and entrepreneurs to develop products to protect social media platforms against current and especially future instances of Chinese and Russian digital influence campaigns. A primary focus would be on countering the use of graphics and video to shape public perceptions in democracies—mediums more challenging to identify and analyze than text. Leveraging resources allocated to the Global Engagement Center at the State Department, the United States could finance the most promising concepts generated by the hackathon, ideally augmented by funding from interested foundations and venture capitalists.

Enhance Efforts to Deter China and Russia

Develop a menu for cost imposition. Beyond bolstering resilience, expanding international coordination, and constructing and sustaining healthy information ecosystems, the United States and its democratic allies and partners should develop a robust set of options to impose costs on China and Russia, with the aim of deterring the most egregious forms of digital influence campaigns. These actions would be most likely to deter Russian and Chinese actions if articulated clearly, and in advance. These options, listed in ascending order of escalatory risk, include the following:

- Demonstrate an ability to hold at risk sensitive personal data of Chinese or Russian senior leadership in response to state-sponsored digital influence campaigns.
- Direct Global Magnitsky Act sanctions against actors from China or Russia responsible for orchestrating digital influence campaigns.
- Scale up efforts to disseminate tools to internet users in China or Russia that enable avoidance of online monitoring and censorship and help to identify inorganic content amplification.
- Suspend leader-level summits and expel the ambassador in Washington after Chinese or Russian state-sponsored digital influence campaigns that cross pre-specified disruptive thresholds, such as hacking and leaking sensitive political information prior to an election.
- Inject fact-based information into the online ecosystem of China or Russia that exposes the corruption of their elites and larger flaws of their authoritarian systems.

Establish a declaratory policy. Although it will be impossible to deter all forms of Chinese and Russian digital influence activities, the above options—if coupled with a declaratory policy—could at least give Beijing and Moscow pause. The United States should quietly convey to both that it is willing and able to impose costs, particularly with respect to online interference that touches on election integrity.160

Use costs imposed on Russia to warn and deter China. Ultimately, Moscow is considerably more risk averse than Beijing, and likely to engage in types of digital interference that cross American thresholds for cost imposition. Such circumstances present an opportunity to reinforce deterrence vis-à-vis China, which though learning from Russia, remains more risk averse. In parallel with punishing Russia, American policymakers should privately communicate to Beijing that they could exercise similar options against it, but have exercised restraint, due to China’s less aggressive behavior.

These recommendations would enable the United States and its democratic allies and partners to address the most pernicious forms of authoritarian digital interference: meddling in elections, promoting polarization, and inculcating pro-China and pro-Russia narratives.

Conclusion

The contest to shape the global information environment is arguably the most important domain of the political, ideological, and broader strategic competition between the United States and leading authoritarian states, namely China and Russia. But while Beijing and Moscow have invested considerable institutional wherewithal and strategic focus to mobilizing their online information operations through increasingly covert and sophisticated means, the United States has largely been caught on the back foot. Both individually and jointly, Beijing and Moscow are leveraging their countries’ technological and media resources to diminish the United States’ global influence and to advance their own geopolitical aims—and the gravitational pull of these symbiotic approaches is only likely to grow stronger. Through an increasingly diverse and technologically advanced toolkit—ranging from astroturfing and targeted online advertising to deep fakes and viral social media apps—both China and Russia are able to mobilize their online campaigns more nimbly and covertly to gain a foothold in societies around the world and to diminish the United States’ global influence.

The United States must, therefore, not only continue to step up defensive efforts in the near term but should also leverage its clout in international forums to move offensively—in close coordination with democratic allies and partners—to deter and delegitimize the most egregious of Chinese and Russian online influence campaigns. Ultimately, the openness of American online platforms and the broader information environments of democracies remains a vital asset, particularly when contrasted with the opacity and impermeability of Beijing’s and Moscow’s domestic information spaces.161 The beginning and end of U.S. efforts to promote resilience, both at home and abroad, should ultimately be to equip publics with a precise understanding of how Beijing and Moscow are leveraging online platforms to censor, surveil, and erode truth amid their informational contest with the United States.

Lastly, to win the informational contest with China and Russia, the United States must broadly reassert its international leadership. An America that galvanizes global coalitions to rise to common challenges will render Beijing’s and Moscow’s digital influence operations against U.S. allies and partners less effective. Conversely, an inward-looking United States will create fertile ground for China and Moscow to continue their synergistic efforts to bend the global information landscape to their joint advantage.162
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